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CLEANER BSG 
Special cleaning agent for removing oily and fatty soiling 

 

 
 

FIELDS OF APPLICATION 

 
CLEANER BSG is a highly efficient cleaning agent 
for removing oily and fatty soiling as well as general 
dirt from all natural and artificial stone surfaces 
such as concrete blocks, precast elements, fa-
cades, and slabs. 
 
 

APPLICATION QUANTITY 

 
Depending on the surface structure, its absorbency, 
and its contamination level, approx. 40 – 60 g/m² 
are necessary. 
 
 

PROCESSING INDICATIONS 

 
CLEANER BSG is either applied undiluted or dilut-
ed to the surface to be treated.  
 
If a diluted mixture is requested dilute CLEANER 
BSG with clean water in the ratio 1:1, apply and 
allow to work. 
 
After 5 to 10 minutes remove oily and fatty soiling 
with a brush, scrubbing brush or cleaning automat. 
 
After the mixture is absorbed, the surface should be 
rinsed with water. Repeat treatment if necessary. 
 
 
This product is classified as hazardous according to 
the CLP regulations. See safety data sheet for fur-
ther information.  
 
 

PACKAGING 

 
- 20 l can 
 
 

WORKING PRINCIPLE 

 
CLEANER BSG reacts chemically with the existing 
soiling. In so doing the stain becomes water soluble 
and can be removed easily with water. 
 
 

TECHNICAL DATA 

 

Homogeneity homogenous 

Colour yellow 

State liquid 

Density 1.05  0.02 g/cm³ 

Workability  from +1 °C  

Shelf life approx. 1 year from 
date of production if 
stored properly 

Storage conditions Store in unopened, 
original sealed packag-
ing between +5 °C and 
+25 °C. Protect from 
frost and insolation. 
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REMARKS 

 
This information describes the application- and 
processing possibilities of a product and its opera-
tion principles under regular conditions. Having no 
influence on the further application and processing, 
especially in conjunction with other construction 
materials, the given indication is neither a warranty 
in respect of the product’s properties or its fitness 
for a particular purpose nor a full instruction of use.  
 

 
This information, any other recommendation or 
verbal advice are not binding and do not infer to any 
liability or legal demand.  
 
Due to continuous further development, the most 
recent Technical Data Sheet is valid and will be 
supplied on request. All orders are accepted subject 
to our current general terms and conditions.  
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SUITABILITY- AND PRE-TESTS ARE NECESSARY BEFORE APPLYING THE CONCRETE ADMIXTURE!  

 


